PREVENTIVE GUARDIAN

Looking to save costs with your
compressed air system?
When the success of your business is directly linked to production
uptime and equipment availability, increasing system efficiency
and reliability will directly give you a financial return. The Preventive
Guardian is specifically designed to your installation needs. It’s ontime parts and service will help you lower energy costs and increase
overall efficiency.

With the Preventive Guardian, you will have a
maintenance schedule that fits your needs and
provides higher energy efficiency, increased
reliability at a locked-in cost at today’s prices.

Quincy Compressor Guardian Service Plans

PREVENTIVE GUARDIAN
Preventive Guardian Benefits:
Flexible payment schedule
Further reduction of administration costs
Maintenance planning and recommendations
for maximum efficiency and reliability
No additional training or tooling costs
Active system & performance follow-ups
Additional service warranty

The Preventive Guardian
Keep your focus on your production process and equipment, while we help
you maintain your compressed air system needs to reduce your overall costs
from maintenance to administration, while maintaining continuous air supply
availability for your production process.

Are you concerned with high breakdown costs
and production uptime?
Our technicians can spot a developing problem and propose a course of action
to prevent a future breakdown and unexpected downtime.

Facts About This Plan

20%

Administrative Cost
Reduction

14%

Cost Savings
Over a 5 Year Period

16Days
Additional Equipment
and Production Uptime

6%

Reduction on Energy Costs

Additionally, our customers with Guardian coverage experience, on average
additional 16 days of uptime each year.

Are you concerned about certifications and keeping
records of your process?
We will take care of providing you detailed maintenance reports after each
service intervention and keep them stored. Additional reporting and tracking
will be available through our monitoring system where you can track equipment
usuage, records and even energy consumption.

Contact Your Quincy Representative to Sign Up Today!

Call 855-978-4629 or Visit QuincyCompressor.com

